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Short Term Rentals
Click here to edit this text block

Save Changes

Project Engagement

VIEWS

1,672
PARTICIPANTS

793
RESPONSES

3,903
COMMENTS

497

Is your residence located in one of the proposed Short Term Rental Overlay Districts?

771 respondents 

55%

38%

7%

Yes

No

I'm not sure

Do you think Short Term Rentals should be permitted to operate without City Council approval in certain areas of the
City?

767 respondents 

55%

43%

2%

Yes

No

I'm not sure
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Do you think Short Term Rentals should be prohibited outside of a specifically identified and designated overlay
districts?

759 respondents 

59%

36%

5%

No

Yes

I'm not sure

If a short term rental has received Council approval, do you think they should have the ability to operate with
additional approval once the conditional use permit has expired?

711 respondents 

56%

41%

3%

Yes

No

I'm not sure
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Which regulation regarding short term rentals most concerns you?

505 respondents 

57%

14%

13%

13%

2%

The number of people permitted to

occupy the dwelling

Noise regulations

Other

Required on-site parking

Waste management/trash

Poll Questions 'Other' Responses:

8 hours ago

8 hours ago

12 hours ago

16 hours ago

17 hours ago

17 hours ago

18 hours ago

18 hours ago

2 days ago

2 days ago

2 days ago

3 days ago

Over regulation

The over regulation

LOCATION

Deck inspection requirement

The proposed distance of short term rentals that are located away from the beach.

52 rentals per year

Prohibition of STRs in any way and taking the exist CUP back

no problem with any of these regulations

Only one rental contract per week should be permitted instead of the two currently allowed during any consecutive seven day period.

52 rentals with no weekly or monthly limits effectively creates ability for nightly rentals during prime summer season

No concerns

They all concern me.
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4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

Banning future short term rentals completely if they are outside the overlay

None

enforcement

Traffic, noise, parking

Permission granted to condo unit for STR when condo By-laws do not permit it.

Frequency and length of rental. Would like rentals to be no less than weekly in the north end. Would like a permit process to remain in

place.

Stringent examinations, as for decks, smoke detectors, other nannyisms

All of the above

None

We live just west of the shore drive area. These are neighborhoods, not resort district. All of the above are concerns.

Transients who don't care that we are a neighborhood.

All of the above and the negative impact on year around permanent residents

Overlays

None

Restricting # of leases in a year. Ok with minimum nightly stay

Current ordinance requires an application which is costly, lengthy burdensome, and not objective. You invite neighbors to speak in favor or

against, and it has been dismaying to see neighbors bringing up fake accusations, and consequentially the city subjectively denying

perfectly good, decent people's applications. Please allow CUP applications and make the process objective based on numerical ordinance

requirements like b# of bedrooms and parking. Don't prejudge owners negatively even though they pledge to be perfectly compliant.

Thank you

Its subjectivity in approving (or what is happening mostly these days, rejecting people's applications)

No issues
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4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

4 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

None

Restricted Approval to Operate

I think minimum of 3 nights for rentals should be required - 1 night makes no sense

CIty Council's ability to designate other locations as overlay districts without the residents' of that location's vote

None

We are a neighborhood. Not a hotel.

Allowing so many (52) rentals per dwelling in a year--this is too many. Should be limited to one rental per week

too many events allowed; no parking for the many guests

all of the above

All of the regulations

Lack of language limiting the percentage of STR in any designated area

lack of city resources to regulate, enforce, and control the out-of-control STR situation

Overdevelopment of STRs within an overlay area

location. parking, noise, trash, etc. is manageable but the people need to have opportunity

After mid-night noise

NOT ALLOWING STR OUTSIDE OVERLAY DISTRICTS - this makes no sense and will hurt the entire city.

All of the above - there is already limited parking in my neighborhood and when some "pop up" college parties have happened here at the

Bay - the noise, traffic, drunk in public, parking, trash were ALL concerns.

Formal permits, inspections, limited frequency

STR restrictions that might compromise what Sandbridge was developed to be - a vacation spot for short and long term rentals
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5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

5 days ago

6 days ago

6 days ago

6 days ago

6 days ago

6 days ago

6 days ago

6 days ago

6 days ago

6 days ago

6 days ago

6 days ago

6 days ago

6 days ago

None

Stop trying to regulate short term rentals

having an STR in a two home condo unit in which we have shared space and the liability issues involved

All of the above plus how it changes the character of a neighborhood community.

All of the above to include the influx of crime

None

The requirement to have a structural engineer certify deck capacity for each deck

all of the above

Number of rentals per year

negative changes to the neighborhood

Decrease in property values, safety of children in the community with unknown patrons, trash, parties, parking, noise

Transient nature

multiple stays during a week (like running a hotel)

Criminal history of renter and guests

That a few vocal opponents will make it difficult to continue the north end tradition of short term rentals

5 year short term rental only outside overlay district

No concerns

All of the above.

All of the above plus Lack of Enforcement
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6 days ago

7 days ago

Lack of enforcement

All of the above
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What other comments or issues do you want to make sure are raised regarding short term rentals in the City of
Virginia Beach?

 8 Agree5 days ago

 7 Agree5 days ago

 4 Agree4 days ago

 3 Agree3 days ago

 4 Agree4 days ago

 2 Agree18 hours ago

 2 Agree5 days ago

56 Agree6 days ago

46 Agree6 days ago

26 Agree6 days ago

25 Agree6 days ago

22 Agree6 days ago

Residential neighborhoods are for residents. I do not like the constant flow of strangers by my home with small children. In addition

tenants are on vacation with no regard that we work fir a living. Fireworks at all hours, parties in yard, cars overflowing into streets.

Annoyances to the surrounding neighbors. No one should have to have their peaceful habitat ruined by people who don't care about the

neighborhood.

23451 - All the city has changed regarding building (zoning, codes, etc.) in the past 20 years has caused the wonderful ambience of the

North End to disintegrate. Big box houses taking up entire lots, giant homes on less square footage.....all of it. Now you wish to propose

more ways thru greed to create less of a neighborhood feel??? Get over it!

Citizens did not buy their homes expecting to be living next to a business. Especially, a business with high turnover, lots of traffic and

people without a vested interest in the neighborhood.

Short term rentals have the potential to decrease property values, increase safety concerns and negatively change the overall feeling of the

neighborhood.

Beach neighborhoods have a lot of second home owners. Maybe you should take your war with the federal government and the banks

who approve loans to second home owners. You don’t have a say who buys the house next to you. You would rather have your

neighbor be miserable and keep an empty house because you can’t socialize any have play dates with them?

Thank you for highlighting a very real concern.

Trying to accommodate year round residents in a predominantly short term rental community should not result in excess favoritism

toward the rounders, and strict limits on whether a property can rent for 1,2’ or3 or more days per week. V Beach is a tourists

destination, don’t foist childish regulations on the landlords.limits. Communities like Sandbridge should accommodate short termers

without restriction; this not your typical suburb.

I would ask that you consider what would happen to Virginia Beach if homes were not allowed to be STRs. There are not enough hotels

to accomodate the number of people who travel to Virginia Beach and with a 14% tax rate on vacation rentals (split between the city

and state), that is a massive amount of revenue that would be lost if there were no homes to rent. The likely result would be an

increase in taxes that residents have to pay.

My peace was ruined by a long term rental.

It’s up to the owners of the property to properly screen their guests . I live on a street with 3 str and fir the most part it’s family’s coming

to enjoy our ocean front , isn’t this what the city wants , guests coming to our city to spend money , this builds tourists. Also for some

STR has become the investment for someone’s retirement , why do others get to take this away because they don’t like it . People have

been doing summer rentals at beach houses since va beach was founded . Nobody was charged extra by the city or even had to get

permission. I do feel the city is getting greasy and over stepping . Home owners already pay taxes and have put the work into their

home , homeowners should have the rite to rent out their property that the pay for already . It’s the homeowner that needs to screen

the guests staying and be very clear of the rules snd expectations.

My peaceful habitat involves whomever i like in my house.
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19 Agree6 days ago

 1 Agree18 hours ago

18 Agree6 days ago

18 Agree6 days ago

17 Agree6 days ago

16 Agree6 days ago

 7 Agree4 days ago

14 Agree6 days ago

 1 Agree5 days ago

12 Agree5 days ago

11 Agree6 days ago

12 hours ago

I have witnessed this firsthand and do not want this to become the norm in my community. I chose to live in a neighborhood where

everyone knows their neighbors, where I feel my children can play safely outside in my own front yard without constantly wondering who’s

going to come and rent this week. We already have the public trying to park on private streets to go to the bay. If short term rentals are

going to be approved then residents of those neighborhoods should be compensated a percentage of the revenue generated from this.

Not to mention what this could mean for the resale value of our homes and taxes which we all pay at a premium to be able to live on the

coast.

Lol you want a percentage of someone’s income because it’s in your area? Lol okay - distribute that wealth right comrade?

These short term rentals ruin neighborhoods and pose a danger to children. Predators can easily rent short term reveals with no

background check. Partying, Loud music , larger gatherings and multiple vehicles are not regulated or monitored . The city is doing a

disservice to the community by allowing transients into an established community. Hotels are available as are beach cottages.

Neighborhoods should not be zoned for short term rentals.

Making Cape Story an overlay without discussing the proposal with the civic association is a terrible example of public engagement.

Requiring the residents to prove something they don't want is a failure by our local elected officials. They need to make this right and

remove Cape Story as an overlay district immediately.

Short term rentals damage the sense of community. Commercial landlords squeeze out residents that have a real stake in the community.

Shore Drive East - Cape Story by the Sea Overlay District needs to be removed as a proposed overlay. Making 60% of the homes is this

neighborhood ‘by right’ STR will change the characteristic from family oriented local feel to transient tourist. Councilman Wood is wrong to

assume that this area wants 400 weekly rental homes resulting in overcrowded parking on small streets.

I honestly think this exact sentiment applies to ALL.... STR usage. The idea of never knowing who is going to be "living" beside you from

day to day is fine in a hotel, not so much in a NEIGHBORHOOD.. I think the North End falls into this category as well.

I am totally opposed to these short term rentals. They are becoming a full time business. These are no longer individual home owners

renting their own residence for a short period of time.

you would be surprised to know that’s what/who we are. Human beings owning. second home.

The resort area is for tourists and residential areas are for residents. The residents of this city need not have tourist in their neighborhoods.

The adoption of the overlay will only increase traffic, crime, trash, complaints, and an overtaxing effect on our public services which are

already at their brink.

My grandfathered short term rental located in a proposed STR overlay district has operated trouble free for 20 years. This is a resort city

and my property is 500 feet from the beach. I should be able to rent my property short term in this Resort City. Thanks

Short term rentals often lead to sales! At least four (4) of the families who rented from my approved STRs liked the area so much they

bought homes in the same area! Croatan.
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10 Agree5 days ago

10 Agree6 days ago

10 Agree6 days ago

10 Agree7 days ago

9 Agree5 days ago

9 Agree5 days ago

9 Agree5 days ago

9 Agree6 days ago

 3 Agree5 days ago

9 Agree6 days ago

8 Agree5 days ago

8 Agree5 days ago

As a home owner in the North End we have already had episodes of large greater than 50 people attending house parties at or near the

oceanfront causing excessive noise, parking and trash issues and even safety issues if a noisy reveler is confronted. This is a residential

neighborhood and if the conditional use permits are replaced with this proposal, the quality of life as well as home values would plummet.

Many of my neighbors have already discussed this proposal on Zoom and we are all adamantly oposed to this oceanfront causing loud and

disturbing noise , parking problems , littering , excessive trash , and even threats to safety when individual revelers are requested to behave

in a considerate manner. I and the vast majority of my neighbors have discussed this inconsiderate proposal and it's negative impact on

the quality of life in this North End RESIDENTIAL neighborhood. If home purchases by outside investors on a large scale in order to

generate revenues occurs in our neighborhoods , impact our quality of life then this would depress house values

The STR’s that exist are already problematic. People enjoying their vacations while home owners have to work in the morning, don’t care if

they abide by any of our neighborhood regulations; noise, trash, etc. I don’t want the job of calling police at 4am repeatedly. Keep our

beloved neighborhood just that. We have hotels and campgrounds for tourists. STOP the GREED!

CSBTS Civic League voted unanimously No to STR. This is our neighborhood, don't sell us out.

We are currently a residential community which allows weekly rentals. This change would make the “residential” part of our community no

longer uppermost. Renting weekly is very different from allowing 52 nightly rentals in a year. How is that different from a motel?

Short term renter’s take little interest, responsibility and consideration of neighbors. Fireworks are lit on the beach, leaving trash and empty

alcohol containers behind, trashing our beaches. STR’s have breached our boundary walls, thrown trash and discarded sea life into our

yard, driveway and pool. My permanent neighbors do not conduct themselves in this manner. We are a neighborhood (Croatan) and we

help each other and treat each other’s property with respect.

The city is not equipped to enforce regulations and respond to violations especially in residential neighborhoods. This is an imposition on

the property rights of homeowners who did not chose to live next to rooming houses. We pay taxes to support the resort area and its

hotels and motels. We do not pay property taxes to be forced to accept strs.

People who do not live in the neighborhood do not respect the neighborhood like locals do.. Cars, parties, trash...

Safety of our children is a huge concern when exposed to a high number of transient renters. We currently live in a family community and

having new renters weekly right next door would destroy this family-friendly environment.

What if a rapist bought the house next door? would you have a say to who lives there

I think there are enough STR already. Maybe we should stop any new ones until we see how the ones already approved work in the

neighborhoods

Please address the following concerns about the North End overlay....Turning a friendly, residential neighborhood into a hotel district, noise

concerns, depreciation of home values, parking issues, trash buildup, security concerns,traffic safety concerns on feeder road, failure to

contact residents before introducing proposal,parade of strangers in areas where young children live and play, unregulated large events,

demand on emergency services, party atmosphere,

The north end where I live is a residential community. It was never intended to support short term rental businesses. This ordinance will

damage the residential character of our neighborhood. The existing Conditional Use Permit process should be retained and rentals should

be limited to one per week.
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8 Agree5 days ago

8 Agree5 days ago

 2 Agree5 days ago

8 Agree5 days ago

8 Agree6 days ago

8 Agree6 days ago

 2 Agree4 days ago

 2 Agree4 days ago

 1 Agree5 days ago

7 Agree4 days ago

13 hours ago

7 Agree5 days ago

7 Agree5 days ago

First and foremost, I'd like to know who has initiated these proposed changes to the STR ordinance and why. I can't believe a majority of

homeowners in the North End neighborhood are in favor with these suggested changes and I can't imagine that the hotel/motel

association would be either. How would shortening the term of house rentals to as little as overnight, help the hotel industry? Changing the

STR ordinance to "by right" and shortening the duration to conceivably overnight rentals, is very bad policy and has the potential to

denigrate the quality and valuation of the residential neighborhoods where the overlays are proposed. Statistically, rentals increase crime

statistics amongst otherwise owner-occupied properties. Additional parking restrictions and emergency/life safety compliance issues are

fine, even encouraged. I hope Councilman Wood and the other co-endorsers of this proposed legislation will note the number of objections

sited in this list of comments and see their way clear to terminating this initiative.

I do not object to a local homeowner or local management company renting out their home by the week to people who are respectful of

their surroundings. But this should be well-regulated with serious consequences for violations. Without a conditional use permit, this is not

possible. Read up on this issue in other communities: entire neighborhoods are being acquired by outside investors whose sole purpose is

to run the homes as STRs.. I don’t need to elaborate on the side-effects of this scenario.

Yes, investors profit at our expense and contribute nothing in return. These properties are put effectively out of reach to anyone

interested in settling in a neighborhood.

Residential neighborhoods should not have businesses in them. If a house is zoned as a residence it should not be a hotel.

STR will destroy what little community is left. We are easily the youngest people living in out are on the north end, with mostly retired or

weekend out of town home owners. Need to attract other young families and not random weekly dwellers with no respect for noise or

trash or rules on the beach as they will be gone the next week. The hotels are for tourists, not the neighborhoods. Do not feel safe with

strangers coming in crime will thrive and home values fall, and no community will exist in the North End.

No! Save our neighborhoods! I don’t want transients right next to my home. Would you?

I do not have the power/freedom to decide whether you live next to me and neither should you.

If your neighbor's house becomes a rental you have NO SAY in who is there. STRs must follow guidelines to keep up appearances and

be neighborly. A random renter can trash the place and park vans in the front and let the house fall into disrepair... this will not happen

with STRS that must compete to get guests and improve! Property values increase

I would!

Residential neighborhoods are for residents. Let the tourists stay in hotels where they pay a significant amount of taxes that go back to our

city to better our city. It’s a win win.

The tourists do pay taxes that go to the City of VB when they stay in a STR. All STR properties must be registered with the city and are

mandated to collect/remit taxes on the rental amount.

All of the above concerns are an issue in my mind! We are a family oriented neighborhood that desires to keep a “hotel atmosphere” out of

our community. We put up with enough during the summer months with the influx of “day visitors”.....please let’s don’t add insult to injury

to our beautiful north end beaches!!

We bought our home to be part of a community, not a hotel area with a revolving door of strangers, lack of concern for the beach and

neighborhood, speeding and loud parties
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7 Agree5 days ago

7 Agree5 days ago

7 Agree5 days ago

7 Agree5 days ago

7 Agree6 days ago

7 Agree6 days ago

 3 Agree4 days ago

7 Agree6 days ago

7 Agree6 days ago

7 Agree6 days ago

7 Agree6 days ago

6 Agree4 days ago

6 Agree4 days ago

This will change the north end for the worse. NO to STR

The City Council is burdened with too many applications for STR. But the answer is NOT to completely deregulate them. There is NO to

minimal oversight of the STRs and this is unacceptable. Other jurisdictions like Arlington,VA do NOT allow STRs and they are also near a

tourist area. STRs should only be allowed near the Ocean front which is a commercial area.

I don't understand the need in our area. The code may limit the number of people but it will not be enforced just as there are a multitude

of City codes that are not enforced. The damage will already be done. There are plenty of hotels to support this need.

Concerned with influx’s of strangers in our neighborhood

Noise is a big concern. Many short term vacationers have little consideration for neighbors. This was a problem last summer on my street.

Trash is another problem. Many day vacationers actually leave their garbage in the street for residents to pick up. Those staying in rentals

overload their cans which stay on the street for longer than permitted. This is smelly and a disgusting sight.

The increase of traffic as well as “suspicious activity” (drug use, party/underage drinking, and human trafficking) in a family neighborhood

concerns me. The speed limit is 35 and although monitored, it is still evident that many tourists/passerby’s do not understand/care about

people crossing the street

I rarely see the 35MPH speed limit monitored. If the city can't even monitor speeding, they're not going to bother with noise

complaints, trash complaints, etc.

This is a residentail area. Rentals should be severely restricted or not allowed at all.

Making Cape Story an overlay without discussing the proposal with the civic association is a terrible example of public engagement.

Requiring the residents to prove something they don't want is a failure by our local elected officials. They need to make this right and

remove Cape Story as an overlay district immediately.

Homeowners care for tier homes and their neighborhoods,we have a whole area here for tourists,our taxes are important to this city and

we must have a say in what goes on in our neighborhoods

Cape Story by the Sea is a residential neighborhood. Young children live in this neighborhood and to allow short term rentals who have no

stake in the neighborhood or to encourage buyers who will purchase for investment property without investment in the well-being of the

neighborhood goes against my core values.

Instead of your next-door neighbors renting out a room or their home, absentee investors buy homes and turn those properties into party

house rentals. An increase in short-term rentals will increase noise complaints, traffic, parking shortages, safety risks and destroy

neighborhood cohesion and community.

Responds for "disturbance" rate is slow in general for nuisance calls . Short Term rentals should hand out their cell numbers availability

7/24 hrs to respond to neighbors concern . Accountability. Our quality of life and love for our neighborhood should supersede over profits

& easy opportunity for the city to generated tax revenue without accountability to its citizens.
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6 Agree5 days ago

6 Agree5 days ago

6 Agree5 days ago

 4 Agree5 days ago

6 Agree6 days ago

6 Agree6 days ago

5 Agree4 days ago

5 Agree4 days ago

5 Agree5 days ago

5 Agree5 days ago

5 Agree5 days ago

5 Agree5 days ago

5 Agree5 days ago

5 Agree5 days ago

Str renters don't have respect for my family and community.

Restricting owner property rights should be discouraged. A property owner should be able to exercise their full bundle of rights so long as

by doing so, they do not permit a disturbance to neighbors or affect surrounding property values. My family has been coming to

Sandbridge to vacation for more than 25 years and we love the area so much we finally purchased a home there. The dynamic of this

community would change dramatically to the negative if the city continues this path of constantly restricting our rights. Enforce the rules

you already have as to noise, parking and trash and leave our community to welcome families and visitors who also love this part of the

beach.

i think STRs should be allowed anywhere in the city as long as owners follow all applicable laws especially safety and noise regulations.

No. The city is under resourced to manage this as they were unprepared to manage the scooter problem. We don't pay property taxes

so people can profit from our misery

Grandfathered rights run with the land. If you have a CUP it should be allowed to be renewed. No overlay districts. Market will determine

the use.

None I agree with other recommendations. I should be grandfathered in. I have been doing everything the city has ask me to do. I paid my

taxes monthly for years on my weekly rentals.

STR should not be allowed in what are primarily residential neighborhood.

Residential areas don’t want STRs - that’s why residential

This is my home. I don't feel comfortable with different people every 30 days. Too many people in and out

Keep North End as is......how dare you try and do the overlay without resident involvement.

Regulation enforcement is very weak and must be corrected.

Failed public engagement on the STR Overlay issue! If the city can't control their current STR situation and doesn't even know how many

STRs are operating in our city, how DARE they establish a "wild, wild West" region where anything goes!

Preserve the residential character of our neighborhoods. Ban all short term rentals in residential zones. Do not change the Virginia Beach

zoning codes which define Residential Districts as meant to "provide harmonious neighborhoods."

We live in a NEIGHBORHOOD and want to keep it that way. As residents of a 2 unit condo with a pool that we share, the potential for abuse

of that area and the liability issues are in jeopardy if one unit becomes a STR. We want restrictions by the city to stay in place so that

residential neighborhoods remain that way.
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5 Agree5 days ago

5 Agree5 days ago

5 Agree5 days ago

5 Agree6 days ago

 3 Agree5 days ago

5 Agree6 days ago

5 Agree6 days ago

5 Agree6 days ago

5 Agree6 days ago

5 Agree6 days ago

5 Agree6 days ago

5 Agree6 days ago

4 Agree4 days ago

4 Agree4 days ago

Since we all know City council will approve this without question- the limit should be to 10% of the neighborhood - where as for CSBTS you

have selected 400 of 650 homes which is EXCESSIVE and apparently no one can say how that was determined - just sad treatment of the

residents. Looks like council is catering to the rental/tourism industry instead of looking out for the safety of their residents...

The North End is family friendly residential community and imposition of STRs creating a hotel atmosphere should not be allowed. Those of

us owning 1 unit of a 2 unit condo with common areas (like us with a common deck and pool) will be exposed to potential legal and

financial liabilities if the other unit becomes an STR. This plan for a NE overlay and elimination of the CUP process is egregious and an act of

gross negligence, if adopted

The only reason we bought the house was income off short term rentals. We would be forced to sell if the short term rentals are not

allowed at Sandbridge.

Short term rentals are a vital part of the tourism industry and should be promoted

Not in my neighborhood.

Short Term Rentals are a vital part of the tourism industry and should be promoted not stifled

Existing grandfathered properties should remain. Against overlays.

We were alarmed to discover that a member of city council proposed Cape Story as an overlay district without engaging the residents. Our

civic association promptly voted unanimously against it. There are many examples of the damage STRs are doing to communities

nationwide. Virginia Beach has enough hotels and STRs already in place to accommodate all the tourists the infrastructure can handle.

I moved to CSBTS because it is a safe neighborhood, STR will change that

you are actually destroying the quality of life in established neighborhoods and inviting all sorts of problems. In resort areas there should

be no more than ONE PER WEEK under any circumstances. There are many condos that do not have this addressed in their governing docs

because it DID NOT used to be an issue. It is now. There are condos in the resort that do NOT have onsite management of any sort and to

allow these things to proliferate without any sort of management is costly to others who do not rent. There are condos that pay all utilities

through owners dues. Those who do not rent are paying the price for investors to exploit these associations.

Grandfathered rights run with the land. If you have a CUP it should be allowed to be renewed. No overlay districts. Market will determine

the use.

East Shore Drive Overlay is absurd and needs removed asap

Family residential neighborhoods should be just that: Family residential neighborhoods, not business opportunities.

If a property has several complaints, they should not be allowed to operate
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4 Agree4 days ago
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(1) Parking, noise, and number of dwellers are all relevant issues to me, and (2) short-term renters do not respect local property to the

extent that owners & long-term renters do. Case-in-point, last summer I photographed STRs casually walking on the rooftops of residences,

creating the potential for injury and damage to property.

Grandfathering should not convey with land; each new owner must apply through a CUP

The hotel district is for vacationers and tourists, neighborhoods for people living and working. The people in these neighborhoods live here

and pay a premium, and should not have what little sense of community is left destroyed. In the North end where we live, the few rentals

currently are terrible and destroy the sense of community and safety by the few young families that do live here. The older residents are

selling out to developers, in bed with a local bank. A local well known real estate agent that already has quite a conflict of interest with a

mortgage officer at the same bank, sending her clients to him and at times forcing it, will then have no incentive to sell and simply become

landlords of the entire beach with local developers. There will be more loss of yards, more flooding, more traffic, more beach abuse, and

crime as demonstrated in the hotel district, and speed the decline of the north end residential and beach areas..

The City does not have the resources in place to enforce the regulations currently in place much less with stricter regulations. The owners

of the STRs frequently aren't available or reluctant to enforce the terms of the rental agreements so its the neighbors that have to endure

the noise, parking issues, trash etc. Also the potential loss in valuation for their home due to a short term rental business next door. So

adding any more STRs at this point is unreasonable

This proposal will negatively impact the quality of life , house values and safety for homeowners in the North End . We have already

experienced this last summer with large ,loud and offensive house parties occurring near the oceanfront. Many of my neighbors have

discussed via Zoom this change in STR policy and are all adamantly opposed to this change .and

As a resident of Cape Story I am appalled that the City Council made this decision without any voice from our civic association or voice of

the residents of Cape Story. Please remove this area from the overlay. Our safe, friendly neighborhood is about to change if this overlay is

allowed to go forward.STOP THIS MADNESS! We cannot allow City Council to continue to ruin our safe, friendly neighborhoods to line the

pockets of these individuals. The residents of Cape Story will NOT benefit from this proposal.

I think the city council should keep the current rules in Sandbridge as it is. We bought in it thinking it was a stable place for living and

income. But if the city threatens to constantly change its rules and move the goal posts, it can become undesirable.

Biggest concern: length of rentals. Should have a minimum rental period of 1 week.

Once overlays are established needed the city nor the neighborhoods in and around the overlay will be able to control STR’s. This will

change the nature of the neighborhood within the overlay from residential to resort development.

When I bought my property in a beach community I did so with the knowledge and understanding I would be around vacationers. There

are HOAs and COAs that have bylaws prohibiting STR for people who want to be in a LTR community in VA Beach. What happens in beach

communities should be no surprise to those who buy there. Trying to implement restrictions that negatively impact those who have

invested with rental income in mind is ridiculous. I agree big parties, excessive noise and garbage, and lack of parking should be addressed,

but completely restricting whole areas from STR is not right and punishes the many because of the irresponsibility of the few.

Why are these areas being considered initially and not other areas? If approved, a STR on 89th Street would be allowed by right but not one

on 15th St two blocks from the oceanfront. Makes no sense. If you are going to require new neighborhoods to get 60% support, how come

the North End is included now? did you get 60% support? As a property owner at the oceanfront not within the OR district with future

intentions to STR my home, I do not support banning STRs anywhere in the city.
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While I understand the need for regulatory action for residential neighborhoods, Sandbridge is unique. The Sandbridge Community is a

family vacation spot that thrives on long term and short term rentals. Do not compromise the tax base that Sandbridge provides and the

family vacation opportunities for Virginia and surrounding States.

Same should apply to Croatan. Families from across the US have been coming to Croatan for the beach OR to be close to their

stationed military family members. You hate the military? Ban them from coming for a week in Croatan then and say it loudly

Why exclude Old Beach and other areas of the oceanfront where rentals have been taking place for 50+ years? Same question from 43rd St

to 49th St. Are there some people who live there who are ensuring they be excluded?

Thank you. We have not gotten an answer from the city on this one. Cape Story civic league unanimously voted against being included

as an STR overlay and yet they are included..... so why is the option not there for other oceanfront areas?

These are residential neighborhoods, if the city wants short term rentals that’s what the ocean front has always been for. The amount of

motorists during the warmer months has increased over the years and even trying to walk over Shore drive has gotten to be a chore. Most

do not adhere to the posted limit of 35 in a walking area. Add to that tourists who do not know where they are going that’s going to

increase deaths that’s always plagued the stretch of road.

I do not think short term rentals would be good and keep story about the sea. These are small quiet narrow streets and is a residential

community. Short term rentals would bring in more traffic, trash lack of parking and lack of access for emergency vehicles. We all live here

and have to get up and work in the mornings and if the city allows short term rentals in this area this will affect our lives tremendously .

they are playing places in Virginia Beach for people to come for vacations but our quiet residential neighborhoods are not one of them.

Regulating current Airbnb and VRBO listing that exceed the current permitted people and/or parking

I see this as government overreach. Yes, I think that there are a few bad apples out there that would cause problems, but they should be

dealt with on an individual basis. This is my property, and I should be able to rent it out if I want to. I have no problems with paying taxes,

or fines for my renters, etc. but this is just plain and simple government overreach, and shouldn’t matter where in VB I live.

Residential neighborhoods are for residents. I do not like the constant flow of strangers by my home with small children. In addition

tenants are on vacation with no regard that we work fir a living. Fireworks at all hours, parties in yard, cars overflowing into streets.

STRs allow me to pay the significant real estate taxes and insurance associated with an oceanside home. STRs also allow me to upgrade

and maintain my property. I purchased my property with STR income understood. Va Beach is a vacation destination. The vacationers add

to the economy and help all us enjoy a clean functioning city. Without STRs property values would decrease thereby resulting in less

income for the city. Thank you.

As a result of the restrictions on STRs, I have already sold two of my STR properties. Several other owners are doing the same. Not only

will this ultimately bring down the comparable values of other homes in the area, it will significantly reduce the huge income provided

to the town thru the STR fees and taxes. Many folks who are pushing for the elimination or reduction of STRs may not like reaping what

they sow...

Allowing short term rentals will change the entire nature of the North End as a community. With trash pickup only once a week there is the

possibility of garbage being on the street for five days. It will be virtually impossible to enforce violations, and damage to neighboring

properties is assured.
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Croatan homes close to the (public) beach should be allowed in the overlay at a minimum. I don't agree with restricting the use of private

property if done safely.

If short term rentals becomes a reality in Virginia Beach - it must be shared by ALL. There should be no areas designated for short term

rentals at the expensive of other areas. This is a constitutional violation for just and equal treatment. If short term rentals is allowed next to

my home - it must be allowed next to every elected officials home. Equal under the law.

Short term rentals are vital for many military families and others in transition a like. It is time that the city of Virginia Beach recognize that

we are a beach town in a desirable area where people want to vacation and visit. People should be allowed to own second homes that are

beach homes. Many people cannot afford their dream vacation home without renting it out. We should regulate short term rentals, but

allow them anywhere people would like.

The North End is a residential neighborhood, compromised mainly of houses and condos, not businesses. We like a quiet neighborhood.

STR without continued oversight would not only disturb the peace and quality of living, but bring in people who do not have any

accountability to our neighborhood. Fireworks at all hours disturbing our sleep (yes, we have to work the next day!), strangers/vacationers

with not a care in the world. They are in vacation mode/party mode. If this goes forward, city council should only allow a small percentage

of homes/condos to be used for STR (1-2% on any given street).

I do not want the beauty and peace of my street violated by vacationing nonresidents.

Residential neighborhoods are for residents. I do not like the constant flow of strangers by my home with small children. In addition

tenants are on vacation with no regard that we work fir a living. Fireworks at all hours, parties in yard, cars overflowing into streets.

Short-term rentals invite investors into established neighborhoods, destroying the very nature of those neighborhoods. Short-term rentals

are commercial operations and as such, do not belong in family oriented communities.

I hope city council can be sensible. I for one think that restricting STRS to certain areas will negatively affect the property values of everyone

who is currently against STRs

STR property owners will cite that they have all these wonderful house rules to prevent bad renter behavior. Enforcement of the "house

rules" and city rules is left totally to the impacted neighbors to confront and report the renter. If the neighbor complains to the owner, the

owner keeps the renter's deposit and makes more money. If the neighbor complains the city (x311 line), the city might investigate and fine

the owner. Either way the owner and/or the city make money at the impacted neighbor's expense and peaciful enjoy of their property.

Keep the investors and their rentals out of my community!

isn’t your home your ( possibly your main) investment as well? At least that’s what we hear the American Dream is, by definition. One

day you might wake up and decide you need/want to rent YOUR OWN home short term. But thanks to these proposed changes you

won’t because the CC removed that right from you.

I urge you to not ban STRs in Croatan. Make Croatan an overlay district - this is a beach neighborhood and families have since its inception

come to enjoy the beach here. THe right to STR in Croatan has just been curtailed severely by your very subjective process of approval (or

disapproval) . Please keep this option for Croatan and allow STR CUPs from owners that commit to assuring the right to peaceful enjoyment

for their neighbors. Please enforce compliance-ironically the non-compliant STRs are allowed but you reject the ones that commit to

following the rules.
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Why is Croatan left out of the Overlay

Croatan should be in the Overlay like Sandbridge, and North End and Resort areas close to the ocean.

Let's be clear - short term rentals are vital to our economic well-being. As of 2017, tourism generated $419.9 million in tax revenue and

supported an estimated 48,020 jobs in our region. Given the ongoing COVID pandemic, many people prefer to stay at Short Term Rentals

over hotels. STRs have been a staple of Virginia Beach's hospitality industry since at least the 1950s, more than enough time to establish

their pros and cons. Issues involving community safety and noisy or belligerent renters can be easily addressed without adopting myopic

regulations that would eviscerate our economy.

You are describing a 3-month economy. Full time residents support our VB businesses 12 months out of the year, during periods of

time when STRs are empty. STRs discourage people from moving to neighborhoods that allow them for fear of many of the

consequences mentioned in these comments. Without full time residents, VB will become a wasteland from September thru May. The

economic impact of ghost towns is extinction. Can VB really thrive on a 3 month economy? And is this the kind of community we

should be envisioning for our children and grandchildren?

To restrict what homeowners may rent for how long seems like an overreach. There is an obvious need for STR and this is a resort and

military area where second homes generating income during this financial crisis is not hurting residents. There are no increase in visitors.

This is a major source of family income to beautify a personal residence, move out for 6 months and create income to put kids through

college or pay the mortgage. Restricting who may generate income to pay their mortgage seems unlawful and any builder with multiple

strs (such as 21st & 22nd st) have an advantage to outlining an area. Do you want safe isolated home tourism in neighborhoods during

COVID or crowds and concentrated close proximity with other tourists? Families are able to stay together and STR renters are able to give

specific individual attention with cleaning and upkeep through the weekly rates in peak season.

We moved here out of state to live in a community by the beach. A huge draw was the separate residential and hotel districts. Let tourists

go to hotels and drink and crown the beached there. I have a job to pay for my very expensive house and taxes, and dont want some

random vacationer partying all night and blocking my driveway.. We are a younger couple and dont want to raise kids in a STR North End,

we want a NEIGHBORhood. The mortgages here are $4500+,many double that, with a limited rental season/taxes/advertising/cleaning and

flipping the financial gain is minimum at best assuming thousands a week charged-make money doing something other than renting your

house., . I will move if this happens, the limited STRs here now are eyesores and the people are hard to deal with and follow no rules. (live

in the mid 80s). Go knock on residents door or send surveys to them in these areas for an idea of what people want.

Who in the neighborhoods proposed this? Looks like a way for commercial enterprises to move in where they don't belong.

Please allow STR in oceanfront and bay front areas including Croatan. I live in Crioatan. I do not STR but enjoy the option. City should not

change this without major facts against it. Makes our city diverse..helps second home owners

Save our NE neighborhood from more traffic,trash,noise, safety and more! No to STR on the North End!

This push to make my area for short term rentals only benefits the real estate agents and the town for cash. It hurts the safety and sanctity

of a family neighborhood.

SRT should not convey with land. If not used as a SRT for a period of - say 2 years, STR grandfathering should cease. City needs accurate

count of STR population
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My main concerns are the parking and noise issues caused by people who occupy the homes

I have operated an STR at the oceanfront since 2015 and have not experienced any of the issues folks are commenting about. Against

overlays at the beach and in favor of grandfathering.

When a STR meets the requirements of the CUP, it should be approved. The Council should NOT be able to insist on further restrictions that

are not ordinances before they approve. This would shorten the CUP process for STR's

I don’t like short term rentals at all. I understand they may be important for some residents. There needs to be significant regulation by the

city to make sure the STRs do not negatively impact the neighborhood for permanent residents (limiting number of STRs in an area,

punishments for STRs that have violations, loss of permits for recurrent violations, punishments for STRs operating without a permit).

I f the city authorizes STR and an accident or fatality occurs the city financial assets are exposed. The people running the STR are not

trained to do so. The main objective is to gain dollars from the rental with no regard for the reputation of the city. The main source of tax

dollars for the city is tourism and a lot of marketing dollars come from regular rentals. This could be greatly affected by one incident. The

proper managing of this program will require more dollars than will be generated by the rentals.

Short term rentals should only be permitted in communities that request and provide positive consent.

As long as local regulations are adhered to short term rentals should be allowed.

And who is going to enforce these regulations?

Owners should have the right to use their property as they see fit while ensuring that the property remains well kept and that

visitors/renters are following set rules.

Grandfathered properties which have rented ST safely for years (with weekly rental families who have visited the same house for years)

should not be over-burdened with new arbitrary requirements especially since many property owners bought with this STR income in mind

to be able to afford their properties. Heavily punish the violators (who allow house parties for example)!!!

All areas of the city should have same STR regulation rights, not just just designated areas. Just like condos, there needs to be a maximum

% of STR allowed. If STR regulations are selectively implemented, then studies should be performed on those areas to determine effects to

property value and time on market during real estate transactions and compared to not STR areas.

Do NOT allow STRa on the North End without the review, approval, and enforcement that is an integral part of the CUP!!

If the city is going to expand STR’s then the funding to enforce regulations and the non-emergency police force should be increased as well.

I am tired of STR violations WITHOUT corresponding enforcement dollars.
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My STR has often hosted family gatherings to celebrate the birthday of someone living here in VB. The current proposal to restrict

gatherings to only those staying in the home would make this illegal. In addition, multi generational gatherings often have parents sleeping

in the same room with two small children and the current proposal would make that illegal as well. While some limits may be desirable, the

current suggestions are far too rigorous.

That’s what hotels are for.

The lease for my STR states that guests making noise or otherwise destroying the peace of the neighborhood is grounds for removal.

Parking restrictions and rules re: dogs on the beach are specified as well. There are also reminders and signs posted in the house.

Consequently we have not had a single complaint from neighbors during nine years. Perhaps the City could include approving STR leases

as part of the approval process.

Please support STRS!

Support STRS!

In general I am opposed to blanket control measures imposed by government in order to solve problems created by individual "bad

actors". Address cases of excessive noise, parking violations, late night fireworks on a case by case basis (they are the exception not the

rule) and allow people to use their property in creative, constructive ways. Revenues feed the tax base, help with sand replenishment and

improve quality of housing stock. It also removes the need for an ever expanding government bureaucracy. STR is a creative way (with the

significant aid of the internet) to use excess housing and enable travelers an alternative to conventional lodging. Sandbridge ,in particular,

is a lovely place structured around a long history of STR where families come for beach and pool time without the high intensity boardwalk

experience. Focus on the few bad actors. Otherwise, leave a wonderful situation alone. M. Straight

Sandbridge should not have any new short term rental ordinances imposed on it. The huge majority of Sandbridge was developed and

approved for short term rentals. Imposing new ordinances on it will kill the shining star tax base that Sandbridge is.

The rules in Sandbridge should be left as is.

We have lots of hotels in 23451, so visitors already have plenty of places to stay. Maybe the city could assist hotels to modify things to

appeal to customers seeking STR.

what if you don’t want to stay in a hotel? Do you really like their scrambled egg buffet?

Hotels do not currently have enough rooms to accommodate visitors in the summertime
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for any owner of a condo in a 2-unit condo - a 1) CUP should be required, along with signed approval of the 2nd Condo Owner before unit

can be used for STR due to shared ownership of land and legal and finacial liabilities that causes for both owners. Frankly a CPU should be

required for ALL such STRs at the North End. I am offended that the City only posed 3 districts - what about Great Neck? Little Neck Etc. As a

Condo Owner at the North End I have seen problems already occuring w a Condo STR on my block already: Loud at night, blocking

driveways, trash, hired DJs and a house PARTY - this is a disaster. Also - the number of people being allowed without a permit being equal

to 50 is rediculous, needs to be no more than 10 plus those rending the unit. There should not be any allowance for securing a permit 3x's

a year for 100 people. That's what hotels and reception halls are for. Frankly - this is the worst Planning i have seen at the City in the 30yrs I

have lived here. There is no Quality of Life being considered, yet City Advertises itself as a great place to live - I have it now, but this STR

proposal will destroy it. Read the Wall Street Journal Article from Dec 9 "Airbnb's IPO Warning: Unhappy Neighbors are fighting Back". STR

program has to have a manner for bonding these operations, and pulling the approvals for certain unacceptable actions like multiple

disturbing the peace infractions, violation of # of people that are present, trash, nuisance issues etc. Again, this is utterly horrible - move it

to Shadowlawn and Old Beach. Secondly codify 1 week rentals are allowed at North End through a realty Company. City needs to make all

STRs set up business licences.. And that wont happen without CUP as there is virtually no way to enforce it. Lastly - does Dillon Law allow

City to Do this? And this seems incompatible with residential Zoning - you basically are creating a rental overlay without a public hearing,

thus you need to keep the CUP process for the North End. Also - you are introducing strangers into the neighborhood. My street is already

experiencing this from a STR with a CPU - and the renters basically ignore all requests for late night noise, DJ party etc. And how did the

Hollys somehow magically get excluded - seems arbitrary and capricious.

The liability issues in condo units if one condo unit is turned into an STR and a case is brought against the STR

All resident area in Cape Henry By The Sea should be removed!!! We DO NOT want this neighborhood to turn into party central like the Chix

Beach area!!! It will bring parties, noise, drugs, security issues, and decrease the value of our houses!!!! There also is not enough parking!

REMOVE our neighborhood from the overlay!!!

This is a drastic change that is being made from the top down.

STRs should exist in all traditional beach neighborhoods.

North End is a family neighborhood. Not a resort hotel district. STRs disrupt the peace and quiet of our blocks. We have had rowdy partiers

keeping us up late at night and disturbing our children trying to learn from home during the day. We do NOT want STRs.

North End is not the “resort” district. It is a family neighborhood. STRs are a pain for us full time residents. They bring people to town who

do not care about our community and only spend money here 3 months out of the year.

People who can’t afford to buy at the beach should not be prohibited from renting there. And people who want to use STR’s when they

travel should allow them in their own communities. It’s about good management. Problem properties should lose their permits. Maybe a

couple of retired police officers could handle property complaints as contractors, supported by the additional tax revenue from STR’s.

And that is a lot of additional revenue!

I feel like this is a bit heavy handed. We all know Virginia Beach is a tourist destination - has been for the 60 some years we have had our

home. I worry that with these changes, you will be stepping on your own toes - less tourists, less dollars. Also, when someone buys a home

in a resort destination, shouldn't they be aware of what they are buying into?

That makes sense for the Oceanfront in the tourist area, but Shore Drive is not a resort destination. It is a residential neighborhood and

we bought here for that reason. I'm sure SRTs in certain areas go well, if they have good landlords and responsible renters, but that is

not the case everywhere. Most people I hear from report a multitude of problems and lack of locality support.
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AirB&B has already purchased large blocks of cottages in the resort area and replaced them with their own rental units...It certainly makes

sense to locate short-term rentals in the resort area close to the beach, restaurants, and businesses. Furthermore, home owners that

purchase in that area know they are buying in a resort area and are aware of problems inherent in living there. However, short-term rental

businesses are now attempting to purchase homes/lots in the North End residential area. A condo on our street sold before Christmas, and

two of the offers were from AirB&B International! Homeowners in the North End did not anticipate a proliferation of AirB&B/VBRO rentals

when they purchased their homes! We do not want to see the North End turn from a safe, quiet residential neighborhood to a hotel resort

district where children cannot play outside and streets are filled with short term renters who are often not respectful of those who live and

work in the neighborhood. Neighbors who currently live on streets with short-term rentals complain there is limited city regulation of

parking, noise, overcrowding, trash, speeding, emergency services, traffic safety on feeder roads, large events during the day, parties at

night, rowdy behavior, …and no way of getting in touch with the owners when they have a complaint! Council members need to consider

what image of Virginia Beach they wish to promote during their tenures in office? Are they more concerned with raising money for VB with

STR taxes, promoting short-term rental agencies/owners, and making their jobs easier by avoiding the process of granting/regulating

conditional permits…OR…are you concerned with the preservation of a safe, friendly neighborhood for families in the North End? These

are questions that raise legitimate concerns as to why this proposal

I think all of the above concerns are valid. I own a property where I do short term rental for only the summer months. I follow all of the

guidelines you suggested as concerns and my neighbors that are long term owners have no problem with my rental business.

All areas of Virginia Beach should be equal in their ability to use their home as a short term rental. Council should set some rules based on

safety, occupancy, and parking. Council should stop trying to change the rules every six months.

The city should be promoting STRs, not trying to limit them.

Tourism is our biggest source of revenue for the city. Let’s do this!

Grandfathered properties should be permitted to continue with STR if they are not in an overlay district.

This is not a tourist area.We already have one at the oceanfront. These are year round permanent residents.

Beseech the Council to consider FACTS not random comments. Do STRs really decrease home values in a beach community or do they

actually increase the values? Do STRs in beach communities actually promote tourism and economic growth or do they diminish them? Are

there really pedophiles and other criminals renting STRs? Trash, unkempt homes, and noise issues - how many are long term renters and

owners vs STRs? Please use informed decision making with facts.

I believe STR’s will force the locals out of those areas due to the noise and traffic.

Shutting down short term rentals throughout the city except those two overlays affects more than just the hosts. The cleaners, the

businesses that receive the guest's patronage, the taxes collected by the city to name a few. There HAS to be a better middle-ground for

everyone then getting rid of everything outright.

Trying to accommodate year round residents in a predominantly short term rental community should not result in excess favoritism toward

the year % rounders, and strict limits on whether a property can rent for 1,2’ or3 or more days per week. V Beach is a tourists destination,

don’t foist childish regulations on the landlords.
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parking, additional traffic, constant changeover in tenants, late night noise, fireworks, no respect for the community and long term resident

property

People want to stay in AirBnb rentals and they are becoming a top choice among vacationers. I think they should be permitted with

professional management. Overlay districts make great sense in resort areas along Shore Drive and the oceanfront.

We do not need additional people or cars to add to existing parking and street navigation problems.. This is a family neighborhood and

also do not want constantly changing strangers with little regard for property or noise. Any STRs should be under rules and regulations to

prevent problems. We would prefer no rentals in our neighborhood under a month, certainly none for less than a week. These STRs also

lower our property values.

There should be some limit to the number of homes in a given area that can receive approval as a short term rental.

STR should not be regulated or stopped in any way.

Croatan homeowners should be allowed to STR by right. There has always been strong second home ownership and I do believe the

extremely expensive homes would not really be supporting those kind of insane prices unless it is a vacation home. And if you live in the

Croatan Oceanfront and "do not like" STRs and "strangers walking in your dunes, maybe you should strive for banning your own city

residents who are indeed equally entitled to enjoy (and trash) the Croatan beach, from using the beach? And then you should not ask the

city to replenish the beach either.

Make Croatan an Overlay or allow STR CUP applications from Croatan. Croatan has always been a mix of vacation homes (hence rentable

short term) and full time residents. There is solid support in Croatan for STRs as there always will be vacation homes there. The roudy and

unruly can be eliminated by banning rentals shorter than a week. Forget about the 52 rentals per year - HOW do you EVEN think of

enforcing it? By banning the very short stays and assuring enforcement/compliance the peaceful enjoyment can be achieved for every

homeowner there, not just the full time residents.

Based on the statistics the Planning Department provided to the Planning Commission only about 10% of properties in the North End

Overlay District have been used as Short Term Rentals, In comparison, more than 75% of properties in the Oceanfront Overlay District,

have been used for Short Term Rentals. This demonstrates that allowing Short Term Rentals "by right" in the North End Overlay District

would be incompatible with the primarily residential character of the area, but would be clearly be appropriate in the Oceanfront Overlay

District.

Public indecency, renter harassment, excessive detrimental partying, trash littering, unsafe/illegal parking and disturbing the peace.

it will negatively affect property values. It will turn a district that is affordable housing into a commercial real estate area. This

disadvantages the real residents of the city.

There are many good operators of law abiding, tax paying STRs. If they have a good track record with no prior complaints and or police

calls, and they have been operating a legitimate STR, they should be allowed to continue, until such time as they do not. I spent a lot of

money building and furnishing my vacation home. I run a clean operation and we have pledged to promptly remove and prohibit the

return of any guest that does not respect the neighborhood and our STR rules and the rules of the city. That should, bare minimum, be the

consideration as to whether or not an STR owner is allowed to continue. I agree bad STR owners should be prevented, but I disagree that

because my home, once allowed to operate as a STR might now be shut down because it’s not in an arbitrary overlay district. This would

impact me financially in a huge way, not to mention the city. We pay a ton of money in lodging taxes etc to the city that they would not

otherwise receive.
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When considering my objections to the North End STR overlay proposal, I immediately thought of noise concerns, overcrowding, parking

violations, overfilled trash cans, large unregulated events, nightly parties, limited emergency services, home depreciation, etc....However,

after several days of consideration, I realize my primary concern is the lack of safety for the young children who live on our street and the

grandchildren who come to visit! Like many of our neighbors, we bought our home to enjoy retirement in a safe environment where we

could entertain our grandchildren at our home, at the beach, or in the park. A steady stream of strangers in/out of our street could

threaten the security of our children as they play outside! We bought a home in the North End to enjoy a safe and friendly neighborhood

atmosphere... not to feel like we were in a hotel complex surrounded by strangers like the resort area! Which is more important to the

integrity of life in Virginia Beach...raising money for the city and AirB&B owners OR protecting the safety of our children by promoting safe

neighborhood environments?

I love the way that short term rentals have improved our neighborhood. These properties are the cleanest, tidiest in the area because they

have to keep them in pristine condition for marketing purposes. Also, We meet people that are here and happy to be at the beach. Families

can’t always afford a hotel and eating out every meal. I am in full support of STRs

the rentals are destroying it. we have kids and live and work here, having strangers here each week is not a community. If you cant

afford a hotel, dont vacation. STRs are more extensive the a hotel. THe financial gain is minimal with the cost of housing/mortgages

you telling people “ if you can’t afford a hotel don’t go in vacations ” is as offensive as me telling you if you don’t like where you live go

and buy a house in a gated community.

Enforcement of renter numbers in "shared" timeframes. Too easy for groups to rent together without oversight. Complete loss of

neighborhood atmosphere. Care of streets where STRs are located will fall on the residents.

Encroachment and blocking of parking at homes in the neighborhood is already a major issue. These proposals will make it worse. No way

to enforce the number of people "sharing" a weekly rental. Lack of responsibility for property maintenance and trash pickup (most renters

are not present for trash pickup).

Realtors answering this survey should have to identify as such for transparency purposes

I do not want any changes to STR in the North End.

Croatan should also be an overlay or at least residents should be allowed to apply for a a CUP Thsre is strong support for overlay i from

Croatan homeowners. Existing CUP should not expire. Allow STR and drop the CUP procsss altogether or make it o je five based on

ordinance metrics ( parking, occupancy, insurance) Stop listening to mob of neighbors hanging up against STR owners coming before city

council with made up bogus complaints.

City Govt staying out of peoples business

Short-term rentals should only be allowed in the resort area. This should be by-right so as not to bog city council down with hundreds of

cases. The council needs to focus on important issues.

Why are accessory structures prohibited from short term rentals ? There are a lot of in-law apartments and garage apartments that are

ideally suited for short term rental.
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In my 27 years at the North End I’ve never seen a problem with an STR, only quiet families and couples, the type of people who appreciate

and fit-in to the neighborhood. I live adjacent to 2 different STRs where each property owner kept the original cottage including green

space. They could have torn down and rebuilt to the maximum which we’re way too much of.

27-year High-80's Resident. This has always been a vacation community. I've never heard of or witnessed a problem on or around my street

with a STR. All I've seen are quiet families coming and going. The individuals and families I have met have been lovely and fit right in. The

hotels and motels fill-up and the STRs that dot the North End offer an alternative to vacationers who appreciate our community. I live

adjacent to 2 different STRs where the each owner is on-sight, have beautifully maintained the original cottages including green space.

These parties could have easily knocked-down and overbuilt pocketing the money without care for the neighbors. Instead these rentals

have the green space, thereby not contributing to flooding issues.

Immediate Owner / manager response to reported property issues.

The people entering into this are not trained to run a tourist business. The city will be exposed to a very large liability exposure when they

approve a site.The amount of tax dollars to properly inspect and manage the risk will be covered by the tax dollars earned. The people

running the STR are only interested in the rental money not the reputation of the city. It would be a shame for the city to get a bad

reputation because of a poor STR program. It appears that we are making a foolish move that could hurt our Tourist Industry Tax source.

I do not like the current moves to insure occupancy of every available square foot of VA Beach. It appears that quantity over quality is the

current direction.

This will allow whoever can afford to rent a place for 30 days to come into our neighborhoods with no investment or care for the

community they are in. They will simply come and then leave whatever damage and harm behind them. HOAs an COAs have renter caps

for a reason! Its hard enough to police or help address a bad renter on a typical year lease, so there is no hope for doing anything for a 30-

day lease. Doing this will destroy our neighborhoods that we have selected and invested in for a reason. Shore Drive is NOT hotel alley at

the Oceanfront! These are safe and quiet residential neighborhoods. Leave them that way! We do not want this. If SRTs are to be put on the

the table, it should be the citizens in those neighborhoods who decide if STRs should be allowed there or not.

The seven day rental requirement is unfair to the owners. I do not own a STR however have rented many AirBnb's typically for three or four

nights. As long as noise zone ordinances are adhered to and a maximum number of people per STR, no parties, and really just enforcing VB

City rules, parking, and the rules of Airbnb should certainly be a good compromise for all concerned. We do live in a resort city after all and

vacation rentals have been ongoing at the North End for 70 years.

Safety and additional traffic

As an investor in a Sandbridge Rental home, I believe that we have a few too many regulations that hurt the rental owner and the city from

a revenue standpoint. Please do not make any additional regulations on Sandbridge short term rentals

I think Sandbridge is is own special place in the World and the current regulations really are working well for both home owners who are

full time along with second home owners and those who rent their homes out. The revenue generated for the city by the renters is

excellent and the and the the property taxes are higher due to the values being higher because of the income these homes can generate.
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I understand the need to regulate STR. I do think the overlay district is a good route to go in areas with high concentration of STR to

minimize the amount of time/resources the city spends on STRs. However, to not give a way forward for those outside of the overlay

district seems irresponsible. Not only will this have unforeseen affects on the housing market in VB in general, it will ultimately hurt the city

as a whole. Not every home is meant to be a STR - there should be a way to regulate and prohibit STR if a property doesn't meet the criteria

or has significant push back from neighbors. A complete prohibition seems crazy and like a class action lawsuit waiting to happen.

People who currently operate or wish to operate don't generally ask the neighbors for permission or approval. Its easier for them to

ask forgiveness if at all and are in effect forcing neighbors to police the problems that arise for them by calling any violations in.

City council needs to leave Sandbridge rules as they are without additional restrictions

Please support STRs at the Oceanfront. BUT... unfortunately your map of the Oceanfront is incomplete!! This new regulation is overly

exclusionary of oceanfront and old beach neighborhoods that have significant history of summer rentals! Please amend the ordinance!

Why is Croatan also leftout? Croatan too has a long history of vacation rentals for summers and even year around.

Add declining property values and safety to the list of issues. This initiative will destroy the unique character of residential neighborhoods

that are a blend of young and old, families and singles, and multiracial occupants. Short terms renters do not have the same level of care

for a home as owner occupants, and all the charm of these unique residential neighborhoods could be destroyed resulting in declining

property values with attendant loss of tax revenue to the city. Parking in Cape Story is already a major problem creating road blocks and

safety issues when vehicles obstruct views of oncoming traffic and pedestrians. Please remove Cape Story as an overlay district.

We are concerned about the overreach and impact on our ability to rent our home in the sand bridge as we have for the past 30 years.

No need for Sandbridge to have any new ordinances imposed. This will adversely impact both tax revenue and real estate valuations

Sandbridge has CCRs that address the city’s concerns. There’s little comparison to Sandbridge and stand-alone properties. For example,

parking is enforced on site! Sandbridge should be an exception and separated from citywide rules. Thank you.

Sandbridge should be removed from these requirements. It has always been a small STR vacation community. These homes are expensive

to rent and not the source of “spring break” parties. These are well managed and rented to families who want a quiet beach vacation away

from the city. The operation and tax revenue provided by Sandbridge is an overall benefit to the city of VB.

We completely agree. We (and others) do not rent to teenagers without parents present, or to bachelor/bachelorette parties, etc. We

rent to families who spend a lot of money to enjoy a quiet beach vacation. Our management company does a great job policing our

renters. If you see a house that is causing a problem, call the rental company that is on the sign out front and report it. STR rentals in

Sandbridge provide great benefits to city of Virginia Beach and additional restrictions/new ordinances will negatively impact the local

economic benefits they provide.

All the new proposals should not include Sandbridge

All these new proposed ordinances should not include Sandbridge!
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Leave short term rentals alone - it is a major driver of revenue for the community

There have been too many zoning changes in the Shore Drive corridor...Westminister Canterbury expansion, new apartmentsments both

on Shore Drive and Mariana Shores area. Total lack of respect and require for the residents by the council. I have lived in CSBTS for 36

years. I do not want to live in a high density area

Sandbridge should be left out of these new ordinances as most of the properties in Sandbridge have been built, purchased and used

exclusively for short term rentals for generations.

Sandbridge has been operating short term rentals for decades, long before AirBNb and VRBO came into the picture. These issues in other

areas of the city do not reflect the decades of successful operations that we have had in Sandbridge.

that owners may have restrictions in deed or condominium documents that prohibit short term rentals and/or are more stringent than the

City ordinance

The Bay area is residential. Vacationers should go to the oceanfront for a beach experience. That's what the boardwalk area is for. Thanks

But under this ordinance, half of the oceanfront will be prohibited from operating a STR!

Allowing STR in Sandbridge while prohibiting them wholesale in other neighborhoods is arbitrary and capricious. The rules should be the

same for the entire city!

Please leave Sandbridge alone. It is a unique area that has been primarily a vacation destination for decades. Sandbridge generates

massive income fir Virginia Beach as well as the local businesses and property owners. It’s all good there and should be left alone!

Opportunities for COMMENTS by CITIZENS where the STR is proposed.

Our street had a STR who rent out his house, shed in the back and brought a trailer for rent in his yard. It was non-stop chaos.

Enforcement of quality of life issues...noise, parking...is the city prepared to step up and do that?

I think STRs should be allowed from Birdneck rd to the boardwalk by right. A simple solution would be make overlays for future STRs but

the ones with a cup if they don’t have complaints and are in good standing after 5 years they can go by right or grandfathered. I don’t think

it’s proper the city can tell you what you can do with your property as far as renters. Long term renters can trash a property and be a long

term nuisance. I think the city should back off and stop infringing on my rights as a property owner in an RT zoned property. It’s zoned that

way for a reason

Actually, the only major damages I incurred on my Croatan STRs was from long term rentals. Interesting.

Please allow short term rentals - it is the little mans wat of competing with bog hotels and allot of us rely on the income to live!
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Why is the city over regulating and setting rules they can’t Inforce

the north end is wonderful neighborhood. Approving short term rentals will harm that.

Multiply concerns: parking, noise, partying, trash & general untidiness, safety and frequent turnover of guests. Loss of neighborhood

oneness. Testing the services, e.g. trash pickup, police protection,etc.

STR for less than 7 days should not be allowed at the NE. VB can learn from the expeirences of other locations and not approve these

changes and waiting for the worst to happen. Out of town owners do not care about the residential community of the NE. Local builders

that are buying up properties to opearate as STRs do not care about the residents of the NE. The City Council does not care enough about

its residents to consider the isseus that come with the increased housing density at the NE - traffic and safety. The fact that this was

brought to the City Council for a vote without a public hearing is proff of that. STRs at the NE should be no less than 7 days/one per week

and should require a local property manager.

Croatan has always been a vacation destination. Make Croatan an overlay district.

I have been unable to get the City of Virginia Beach to address traffic and pedestrian concerns in the Northend. I would prefer you

concentrate your efforts addressing resident concerns instead of non resident investors. Where are the resources to address new

construction zoning concerns beyond the resort area? Increasing housing density with no infrastructure to handle it just further burdens

year round residents. No short term rentals on the Northend!

This is too loose and has the potential to significantly drop home values and change it from residential to commercial. Enough is enough.

Take care of the people who live here and pay taxes.

Yes, and let them pay the additional taxes to provide for the loss of tax monies from the STRs. Good idea!

The North End is a residential area, not a commercial area. Thus, it is a neighborhood. We do not need any more short term rentals. There

is no effective enforcement available for those breaking the rules. Until you have enough staff to enforce rules, do not add any more STRs

to any neighborhood. Let our hotels can accommodate our visitors

Please do not comply to the whims of builders and developers who do not live in the northend neighborhoods that they are trying to

change the dynamics of by adding more parking problems, noisy partiers late in the night, strangers on nice streets with no regard to

property and long term residents . The northend should not be controlled and operated as a hotel district. Again , I respectfully beg you to

please consider the year round residents and their concerns , not developers and those with conflicting interests . Thank you.

I am strongly opposed to STRs being concentrated in a few small overlay districts. This will ruin the residential character of those

neighborhoods. Why should these districts be sacrificed when other neighborhoods are protected?

STRs change the character of the neighborhood. It is no longer a neighborhood.

I have tried in the pass calling 311 for parking issues in relation to “short term” rentals responds time is slow. The city at the NorthEnd

doesn’t have the manpower to respond . Property Manager should give local neighbors their cell number and be available 7/24 with a call

back within 15mins and resolve the situation immediately upon notification. Accountability and Resolution of the issue may minimize

renting to the wrong client or at least ensure the situation will be resolved with eviction. Particularly pertaining to the NorthEnd.
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Parking enforcement should be vigilant in neighborhoods where residents often have to navigate blocked driveways and crosswalks. STR

vacationers create disregard noise regulations and create trash left for others to clean up. There is no assistance from the City. You’re

making money from the rentals, you have to spend lots of it to enforce the laws and keep our neighborhoods safe and clean.

I support short term rentals because of the positive economic impact on the city and state. Short term rentals bring in custmers who spend

money in the local community i.e. retaurants, gas stations, gocery stores, etc. Short term rentals also result in increaed tax revenues for

both Virginia Beach and the State of Virginia. Virginia Beach charges every short term rental 8% of the rent and a 2$ per night lodging room

tax. The state of Virginia charges about 5%. These taxes have a positive impact on our locat community. Additionally, short term rentals

result in the creation of jobs for our local community. An example is the employment of individuals to clean the homes after each use.

These jobs have a positive impact on our community.

Having numerous temporary people in our family neighborhood for the benefit of some additional tax revenue is NOT worth the

derogation with noise, parking issues and safety of why we move to these family neighborhoods. We pay our substantial taxes at the North

End and we deserve this consideration. Thank you for protecting the CUP requirements.

The long term destruction of family oriented, full time residential neighborhoods. Decisions are being made about our neighborhood by

people who do not live here!

Please make Croatan an overlay district. Croatan has always been a popular family vacation spot.

I work with a property management company and have strict rules who I allow in my house. The minimum STR for my house is a week.

Short term rentals have been a part of the North End for a Very long time. Anyone buying in the Northend is surely awRe of this situation.

We should leave Sandbridge Beach alone. It’s been there since 1960 operating just fine except for some certain council members that have

a vendetta again at short term rentals. Basically a witch hub and a disgrace. We should focus our resources in more important endeavors

The devaluation of any property with permanent residents ownership will occur if this more days of frequent rentals are legal. Also, the

disturbance of normal living vs. frequent rental ability is wrong.

There is little or no enforcement of STR.

We have enough trash, dog and parking problems without having non-residents adding to the problems.

Have concerns about the impact on police if this is permitted.

Will I live East of Westminster Canterbury and are not in a STR zone yet, we live in a wonderfully urban area with families and great

neighbors. I would not want our neighborhood to be dramatically changes if STRs are permitted here. We moved here to get away from

that!!!
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1. Residents are concerned with trash, noise, parking, etc. Rather than allowing anecdotal comments, residents should provide evidence of

such issues. 2. Opposition to STRs keep bringing up decreasing home values. It would be nice to see actual FACTS rather than misinformed

assumptions. 3) Residents bring up complaints about criminals renting. Again, would like to see actual facts/evidence rather than anecdotal

comments. 4) The city should consider a study that evaluates cost benefit of having STRs vs. longer term rentals. 5)Decisions need to be

made based on FACTS not anecdotal comments. 6)Planning Committee's work is fruitless as it makes no difference whether someone

complies, it is at the whim of the Council to decide, irregardless of compliance to the regulations. 7)Council needs to demonstrate fairness

and consistency in how they handle approvals and disapprovals of STRs. There seems to be inconsistencies with many decisions based

anecdotal complaints rather than FACTS.

We purchased our property with the ability to rent the property to help with mortgage payments and these properties generate a lot of

revenue for the surrounding areas. I'm sure most of the people complaining knowingly moved into these areas and are now looking to

change what they knowingly did!

Actually, many home owners presently renting, with city approval, would not be able to afford to maintain their properties effectively,

and this could cause the properties to be less appealing to the neighbors.

Who will monitor whatever ordinances are implemented? How will they be enforced? If the city allows Short Term Rentals (STR) OUTSIDE of

the overlay zones, there is no way to monitor/enforce these, as yet unspecified, regulations. If STRs are allowed outside of the overlay

zones, it will be impossible. Without a huge increase in employees in the city, it cannot be done. The city is TOO large to be handled by

whatever reasonable number of new employees the city will need. The increased budget cost will be astronomical.

STR should have to have the Conditional Use Permit, they need to be considered individually with opportunity for public comment.

Allow existing and approved, allowed STR properties to continue to offer short term rentals. Also, if the already existing, approved STRs

not in the designated areas are eliminated, the town will be missing our on a great deal of additional income! Last summer, we

provided about $12,000.00 to the City Treasurer of VB in STR taxes.

They should not be limiting to how many times a year. (52)

most of the comments fit my thoughts well enough. it's always excess, bad manners, noise, esp. loud music, foul language and renters

unfamiliar with city codes or any desire to learn/observe.

How are the rules going to be enforced & monitored?

Did 60 percent of owners in proposed overlay areas request short term rentals - if not why are these areas being proposed?

This a resource the city needs for our city in the areas near the beaches, but also in other areas for people doing business in our city,

traveling nurses, etc. Operators do need to be responsible and have professional management who can respond to any issues that arise.

I would like to ask for a maximum of how many STR units can be allowed on each of the North End streets, like up to but not exceeding 25%

of the # of structures , condos would count as 1 structure if they are attached AT ALL... there is already an incredible density factor at the

North End. This does not help anyone enjoy themselves in such an environment. Parking, Number of Occupants, and Waste Management

are all critical right AFTER Noise... so far as importance. We have a preset "Vacation" environment at Va Beach already located throughout

the Hotel District, there are too many full time residents affected on a daily ( more specifically NIGHTLY) basis all year long..
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People are not going to go to “neighborhoods”, they want to go to areas that have things to do. Big difference between Bay lake pines

neighborhood and north end neighborhood. North end like chics beach had businesses, public access to beach... this is ridiculous. Majority

if not all complaints are coming from sand ridge. Never see. A party house in the other areas. Each area is unique and should be treated as

such. 3 valid complaints on the property, then owner had to speak to the complaints. If valid, pull cup, otherwise leave responsible owners

out of it!

Cape Story by the Sea is a nice, quiet, peaceful neighborhood. Please keep it that way.

Cape Story by the Sea is a nice quiet neighborhood. Please don't include us in the overlay.

Why would the city allow for folks to have their opinions ridiculed on this site? Perhaps people are not noticing the default setting is to have

their feedback made public on this site. Why would we have to opt out rather than opt in?

Parking and traffic There also must be enforcement

I have family that purchased property and did everything by the book with the intent on that property making income. It’s completely

wrong to remove that ability, when the property was purchased with that in mind. Time, money and effort was put into getting permits and

staying educated on what needs to be done. That’s someone’s personal property and their livelihood.

"....the intent on that property making income.....when the property was purchased with that in mind" - That's called an investment.

LIke all investments there's no guarantee of or entitlement to making money (just like the stock market). The city changing the STR

rules is an investment risk. Sell the investment if you don't like the risk.

In the North End Overlay District illegal or improper parking is already a significant problem during the high season. Does the City have the

resources within the Police Department to respond to and enforce the increase in parking violations once Short Term Rentals are permitted

"by right"?

Trash and renter's belongings overflowing the property

I do not think 1 night rentals should be permitted - minimum of 3 nights seems more logical? and also have a problem with needing to

purchase $1,000,000 of liability insurance

Currently approved STRs should be grandfathered regardless of whether they are in the new overlays or not.

Not opposed to Short term rentals but am concerned with those that try and leverage this business oppywith little regard from those who

call their houses homes. A place to raise their family, not having to deal with transients.
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There is a big difference between primarily residential, established, family neighborhoods and transient, commercial areas. Baylake PInes

and West Side Chesapeake Beach are not similar to East side Chesapeake Beach or areas East or the Lesner Bridge. In summer time, we are

already inundated with visitors who ignore parking regulations and block driveways, leaving trash behind, , ignoring beach laws regarding

dogs, alcohol us and create a noxious situation for residents. The blocking of streets prevents first responders from accessing emergencies.

Having STR in these areas will undoubtedly worsen the situation. We didn't buy a home here to be accosted by strangers and putting our

kids at risk.

Areas east of the Lesner Bridge are also established residential neighborhoods. Just because we have more condos and some

commercial doesn't mean we are a resort of transient area. Our concerns about our neighborhood and homes are the same as yours.

Sandbridge area has always thrived in short term rentals. The density and populous are quite different than Cieginia Beach which draws

many families looking for a quieter beach vacation to this area. Tightening or eliminating short term rentals in this area would be

devastating to home and condominium owners. It’s what keeps Sandbridge thriving.

Dwellings that have not operated as an STR for a certain period of time (e.g., 24 months) should lose their grandfathered status

Overlays favor the wealthy and hotels only

CORRECTION: STRs in Sandbridge should NOT be burdened with further restrictions or ordinances. We (and others) do not rent to

teenagers without parents present, or to bachelor/bachelorette parties, etc. We rent to families who spend a lot of money to enjoy a quiet

beach vacation. Our management company does a great job policing our renters. If you see a house that is causing a problem, call the

rental company that is on the sign out front and report it. STR rentals in Sandbridge provide great benefits to city of Virginia Beach and

additional restrictions/new ordinances will negatively impact the local economic benefits they provide.

STRs in Sandbridge should be burdened with further restrictions or ordinances. We (and others) do not rent to teenagers without parents

present, or to bachelor/bachelorette parties, etc. We rent to families who spend a lot of money to enjoy a quiet beach vacation. Our

management company does a great job policing our renters. If you see a house that is causing a problem, call the rental company that is on

the sign out front and report it. STR rentals in Sandbridge provide great benefits to city of Virginia Beach and additional restrictions/new

ordinances will negatively impact the local economic benefits they provide.

Sandbridge should be removed from these requirements. It has always been a vacation community. These homes are expensive to rent

and not typical party houses. These are managed properties with Realty company oversight. Thses houses are typically rented to families

who want a quiet beach vacation away from the city. The tax revenue provided by Sandbridge rentals is an overall benefit to the city.

I think that the City would be well served to exclude Sandbridge from additional regulations. We have had short-term rentals since the

1960's and are primarily a short-term rental community. It is totally different than a residential community that has the occasional short-

term rental property. Leave Sandbridge alone!

If the rest of the city has rules and regulations Sanbridge should not be excluded that is extremely unfair a lot of the north then had

short-term beach rentals since the 50’s

Please leave Sandbridge alone.

Please do not make any changes to Sandbridge
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1 Agree5 days ago

1 Agree6 days ago

1 Agree6 days ago

6 hours ago

Leave at the Sandbridge area alone

Please let us short-term rent here in Sandbridge as is.

leave Sandbridge rental rules as they are. Why do we have to continue addressing this issue?

Leave Sandbridge rules alone

Leave the Sandbridge rules ALONE

The rules in Sandbridge should remain the same as they have been. It has historically been a vacation community with short term rentals

and there is no good reason to change that.

Please leave Sandbridge Beach short term rentals alone. This is a separate area from Virginia Beach rentals. It is well supervised & provides

additional income to many businesses in the Sandbrige area!

Stop trying to regulate short term rentals. You are proposing this as a noise regulation or as a waste management issue when in reality the

city is trying to take money from home owners.

Also don’t forget the money the city is trying to take away from all the contractors, locally based in the city, such as cleaners,

landscapers, remodelers, etc. Once the city takes money from the homeowner said homeowner will start cutting the maintenance for

their homes. Good job promoting socialism, City Council!

STR overlay in Cape Story would increase non-resident investor purchases and make reduce the availability of housing for Virginia Beach

families.

Completely disagree with the whole overlay concept. Allow a certain percentage of STR's across the entire city and in neighborhoods rather

than driving all the tourists to a a few designated areas. In CSBTS, 60% of the neighbor hood is included in the overlay. This change would

drastically change the entire neighborhood.

PUBLIC COMMENT opportunities BEFORE granting of STR approval

LIMIT STR CUP APPLICATIONS TO A MAXIMUM OF 2 BEDROOMS. That solves noise, parking etc excesses & complaints & quantity of STR

CUP applications immediately.

I don't feel my rights as a property owner are being considered with the proposed regulations.
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12 hours ago

12 hours ago
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13 hours ago

People fear what they don't know. There has been a pervasive campaign of fear-mongering concerning STRs. As a resort community,

vacation rentals have been around for decades. You can't live in a beach community and not expect tourists. Families stay in STRs. Families

just like everyone else in the neighborhood. We are a transient community by virtue of our 2 largest employers, tourism and the military.

Familes coming to enjoy the beach are not any louder or any more dangerous than residents who have guests over. Party houses existed in

the past but the situation has been and was corrected without government interference. CC is using anecdotal information to force over-

regulation of a situation that is not the problem many would have you believe. The data to refute many of the misconceptions exists but CC

and city staff refuse to look at it.

Leave Sandbridge alone

Offering STR from 2016 as a responsible homeowner and part of the community, I have never encountered a problem. With no negatives

from my neighbors I registered with VB city but now find myself oitside the Overlay districts. Renting to families who want to enjoy Chic’s

Beach for 5 days or longer and within all the STR guidelines We should not be penalized. Chic’s Beach is perfect for families of military close

by and military families themselves transitioning with a need for short term housing. We don’t have a “party house” nor do the other locals

who use STRs in the summertime; families are considered based on suitability to property and the neighborhood. Certainly they cause no

more or less traffic than we have with beach goers all summer long.

None

Please do not allow short term rentals within the neighborhoods with large single family residential homes that will drive down home value

and the city potential to collect maximum tax. Noise from large numbers of "partyers", potential drinking and outdoor urination, and illegal

fireworks, parking problems, including multiple cars parked in yard causing unsightly crowded conditions, and revved up late a night, are

just a few of the problems we notice with a nearby rental.

The North End is home to many STR units, the majority of which are well maintained and supervised. They should be allowed to continue

as such. Reasonable regulations to prohibit too many residents in one unit, assure adequate insurance, mandate a local contact person,

and city registration are reasonable and common to other beach and vacation destinations. These STR units provide a valuable alternative

to hotels for extended families that wish to vacation together. They enhance our neighborhoods when responsibly managed and

maintained. We should not do away with them.

When homes in Virginia Beach are listed for sale, it is important that there be a specific note that the home cannot be used at all for short

term rentals. That will help to keep the sales of homes low, and reduce the chance of people coming to Virginia Beach for their vacations or

staycations.

None. I approve short term rentals by right!

None. I approve it.

Allow existing and approved, allowed STR properties to continue to offer short term rentals. Also, if the already existing, approved STRs not

in the designated areas are eliminated, the town will be missing our on a great deal of additional income! Last summer, we provided about

$12,000.00 to the City Treasurer of VB in STR taxes.

The map is designed to enrich the builders and the wealthy. The average Joe who is trying to get ahead loses. Shameful politics!

It looks like the city has designed the overlay for the new construction areas (builders), North end (old money) and hotels. The average Joe

trying to get ahead loses again to the deep pockets. Politically shamefulloses again
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the income that accrues to the City via taxes and to Virginia Beach companies and individuals providing a myriad of services to the rentals

We own one of the few remaining beach cottages at the North End, and it is a STR. By purchasing this cottage (directly next to our main

house) we preserved history, preserved green space and preserved the feel of our neighborhood. We welcome visitors! We like that people

want to come to VB and spend their money here. The North End was historically a beach community, not a full-time residence community.

The new builds going up are enormous, and the city set-backs are no longer enforced, causing water run-off problems. This environmental

problem is a much greater issue than folks that don't want "others" on "their" beach. Ours is a public beach. I have had not one neighbor

complain about our STR. In fact, many neighbors have rented it themselve for their own overflow guests. This whole debate is exacerbated

by the hotel owners and those that don't welcome outsiders. It's too bad, because there is more than enough to go around. I've been so

happy to meet dear people over the years that we've rented (since 2013). Many of these people have become true friends.

Short yerm rentals have been a fixture at the. Orth End if Virginia Beach since houses were first built there. Families like to stay on a rental

with a kitchen and laundry. Hoyels do not normally offer that option. There is place for both.

Short term renters have no incentive to abide by proposed restrictions and VB does not have resources to police them. North End property

owners value quiet and safety for their families, pets and property and want to avoid additional traffic, inevitable excess cars, partying and

visitors who are unconcerned about being responsible members of our community.

I’d like to know that the police will help enforce eviction of renters who break the rules or conditions of their rental agreement .

I believe all properties with a Baltic Ave. address and any properties East of Baltic Ave should fall within the "Old Beach" overlay.

Parking is always an issue in the north End. This will create more congestion. Noise is a factor, who will be renting these units? Renters

don't care about the folks who live here rear round.

The neighbor at my STR has my phone number and knows he can contact me night or day. Not once has a guest created any noise or other

concerns. Not all STR should be banned because some owners don’t screen or oversee guests.

Is either Virginia Beach is a tourist city or it's not? Any business that is 1/2 a mile out from the proposed overlay of tourism is not

considered a part of the tourism industry in Virginia Beach. Whose nonsensical idea was this? What happen to areas such as Town Center,

the many fine dining areas in Virginia Beach, the Malls that were remodeled, and of course, the AirBnB stays that offers a home away from

home for tourists who desire to stay and sleep in a none crowded environment? AirBnB offers experiences that hotel do not offer. For

example, I am from the Caribbean and offer my guests the opportunity of learning how to cook ethnic dishes that they can use in their own

home environment. It is easier for guests who are on longer stay to wash, iron and manage their affairs when they are in the Airbnb of their

choice. Not only that the City of Virginia Beach is trying to monitor tourists and who they interact with, but also, those who works for the

City with "Power" are demonstrating how discriminative Virginia Beach can become by race, ethnicity, gender, poverty, etc. I have seen the

same type of discrimination happened during the era of the military in Virginia Beach. When Virginia Beach introduced tourism, they no

longer wanted the bases and tried everything in their power to get rid of the bases. Thank God for the vision of Mayor Oberndorf who had

a vision for the future of Virginia Beach. Now that she is gone, here comes Gods' of Virginia Beach to decide that certain people who lives in

certain segment of Virginia Beach are not entitled to an income from Tourism. My sole suggestion to you law makers "God" is to take the

Oceanfront and put it on the moon and have the tourist fly there. May God have mercy on your souls. Please stop taxing me on my

property since you know that it is an aweful place to live.

Never seen on-site parking,noise,waste,trashmanagement or parking enforced.

1 rental per week would be ok not 52 per calendar year which means the possibility of multiple rentals per week. We are not a hotel zone

RT zoned properties should be in the OR. The city overlooked that. Fix it it’s zoned for restaurants and hotels
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The rules in Sandbridge should remain the same as they have been. It has historically been a vacation community with short term rentals

and there is no good reason to change that. The rental companies do a good job of supervising the rentals and helping to enforce the rules

and regulations in place.

Many have purchased sandbridge properties as an investment and count on revenues from short term rentals to pay for the properties

and to maintain the properties. Without those short term rentals owners will be unable to pay their mortgages, property values will

decrease and properties will fall into a state of disrepair. As such, please leave the rules for short term rentals at Sandbridge as they are

and continue to treat sandbridge separate from the rest of Virginia Beach. . thanks

Can the CUP be sped up for approval for approved areas?

Short term rentals are great when done right. I believe there are more good then bad. My guests love the ability to rent a nice furnished

apartments for a smaller cost then a hotel that doesn't offer nearly half of what we do. I've gotten retirees, military, nurses, government

contractors. All great people. I haven't had one bad guest. The cons of short term rentals stem from bad host not short term rentals as a

whole. Very few people book hotels currently and I believe short term rentals key for cities.

The North End cottages are being bulldozed down to cram in condos for new full time residents. I salute folks who are willing to restore an

old cottage and keep our neighborhood like it has always been, with vacationers visiting to enjoy the beach. Most of the noise and

fireworks I see in the North End are not families here renting a cottage, they are new residents who bought a condo McMansion and have

no regard for their neighbors.

As long as STR owners are respectful of their neighbors, STR's should be allowed as a weekly rental only...weekend rentals are for the party

crowds.

Noise and parking-little police coverage

Parking & noise

I understand that planning commission unanimously approved an overlay district in Old Beach that included homes with a Baltic Avenue

address and homes East of Baltic. I am in favor of this overlay.

Please leave Sandbridge as it is. VA Beach has it's own seperate set of issues. Sandbridge is and has been just fine, don't impose VB issues

on Sandbridge.

STRs damage the closeness of a neighborhood, and also bring a measure of concern regarding safety. I am also concerned about damage

of property.

Short term rentals are part of what brings families to Virginia Beach. Restricting this further will hurt tourism and will not allow attracting

families specifically. Families want a home not a hotel room.

Number of times can rent

I am opposed to unregulated (no CUP) STRs being concentrated in limited overlay districts. All STRs should require a CUP and be allowed in

other areas like Pirates Hill and Chicks Beach.
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The issue of Air BnB “Party Houses” has had very negative impacts on the quality of life in communities all across the country. See this

article the NYT: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/27/business/airbnb-party-house-coronavirus.html?referringSource=articleShare The

problem is most likely to occur on properties where there is no owner present - where the property was purchased or constructed with STL

as the goal. At the very least - there should be a requirement that STL’s where no owner will be on premises has to have a publicly available

24-hr a day phone line for complaints

I’m tired of living in a duplex where the front homes a rental. Constantly having problems with noise, trash, blocked driveway, loud renters

partying all night and day, and the stress of having to put up with inconsiderate renters that come and go every few days. This rental

property has ruined our quality of life.

there are soooo many hotels up the strip and down to 57th streeth that we DO NOT NEED ANY MORE short term rentals that will possibly

compromise our residently maintained homes

Leave Sandbridge alone. The City has already imposed enough regulations. What may be needed in other areas of the City is not the same

for Sandbridge.

I live on the ocean front at 44th street, pay an awful lot in real estate taxes, and simply do not want to live in a transient hotel like managed

area with additional noise, crowds, illegal fireworks on the beach, and parking problems...it is already hard enough to have my own friends

and family visit in the summer with the tourists. Thank you ...please do not cave to the whims and persdonal greed of builders requesting

these ne rules...who live FAR AWAy from the problems that will occur!!!

Why is the area west of Great Neck Road to the Lesner Bridge NOT in the overlay district? Specifically Red Tide Road, Lynnhaven Beach

Area.

Let the unique Sandbridge community set its rules without further City interference.

I don’t think there are any true winners with regards to STRs. There is that old saying “be careful what you ask for “. Owners will make some

money, no doubt . They will also have to deal with every issue property managers know only too well. Damage to your property, late night

calls address issues, etc, etc. The City of Virgina will have more calls for service for police, fire, trash and EMTs. Lastly, local residents will

have to deal with commercial issues in our great neighborhoods.

Need to leave Sandbridge Beach alone on this subject!!!!!!!!!!!!

This could drastically change the make up of our residential neighborhoods by the beach. Full-time residents of these neighborhoods are

being overlooked for tourist dollars. The ordinance change will allow STR-focused development that is not consistent with the character of

the neighborhood.

Grandfathered properties should be allowed to continue being STRs regardless of whether or not they are in an overlay district.

Over the years, my wife and I have owned four condos in Myrtle Beach, SC. We've see the negative impact of short-term rentals on quality

of life and property values. It happens quickly and consistently.

none
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I feel strongly that the Sandbridge community be allowed to continue short term rentals. Certainly the development of the area was based

on this concept. The result of ending short term rentals would be a lowering of property values which will create a financial detriment to

the city.

Apply regulations in a fair and consistent manner. Study of past decisions in the archives show inconsistent rulings based on no fact-

checking.

I have lived directly next door to a pristine single family home that was converted to a STR 16years ago.My life has been nothing short of

living HELL since that day. An STR is just aother form of a Motel Six/Fraternit House/Cash Register. You City Council try to live next to on of

these dumps ??? Try gettin waken up at 1-2-3-4 am ?? Call the police you say, it Just starts all over again when the police leave. Staggering

mounds of garbage with flies, maggots and rodents !! I have seen 17 people stay tat this three bedroom house over and over again. Cars

repeatedly blocking the street. Drunk fist fights, screaming and yelling language that you can’t imagine. And where is the owner, no where

to be found even though she lives on Bay Island. As noted by Zillow the property has had an annualized appreciation of 1.4% over 16 years.

Gee think that has helped me and my neighbors ???? An STR is a growing Cancer that the CVB needs to STOP. If you are in favor of STR’s you

don’t live right beside one. The CVB needs to have 10 fold the number of staff to oversee what STR’’s now exist. This is TOTALLY out of

control !!!

Sandbridge Beach is unique and extremely family friendly with year round rental opportunities. We have never had any concern or issues

with rentals (priori to being an owner in this area) and would greatly appreciate you eliminating Sandbridge from consideration. Also,

concern that this will significantly affect the areas income. This is a highly sought after vacation area and it seems odd that this would even

come into discussion.

Impact on police, fire, and other emergency services.

In the shore drive area where I live we have already way too many condos which are mostly rentals. this has increased traffic, speeding,

noise, vagrancy.unfortunately also probably to follow small crime. the city shows no interest in regulating the posted speed limits as is,

what are you going to do with even more short time residents speeding down the corridor??

Do NOT allow short term rentals anywhere in Virginia Beach.

Do not allow short term rentals anywhere in Virginia Beach. STRs will only add to traffic problems and other congestion in the Virginia

Beach community.

Do NOT allow short term rentals anywhere in VB!

If the owner or property manager lives on site or adjacent, then STR should be allowed.

The proposed oceanfront resort Overlay district is absolutely an appropriate use in this area of the resort city. We rely on tourism dolllars

to keep property taxes down and support capital improvement projects.

I live in a neighborhood adjacent to the proposed Shore Drive short-term rental areas. The beachfront has traditionally and should

continue to be the tourist area of Virginia Beach. The Shore Drive bayfront area is primarily a residential neighborhood with year-round

residents, summer homes that are not used for rental, or long-term rentals. Allowing short-term rentals in the Shore Drive area will disrupt

the residential neighborhoods and open the properties to real estate speculators. Please preserve the neighborhood atmosphere of the

Shore Drive bayfront.
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The North End overlay district allows more than one unit per lot. Most, if not all, of these multi unit lots are governed by a no-fee

condominium agreement. How will this impact STRs? How will right of way parking be allocated between units? Will a developer be able to

build two rental, not residential, houses on the same lot?

Current Ocean front overlay district should remain as proposed keeping STR's east of Pacific Ave in the South Beach area. thanks

STRs should not be allowed in residential communities anywhere along shore drive. It is a residential community not a tourist-oriented

community.

Please add to the application process that the applicant identify the nature of the property (condo, townhouse, freestanding home, etc) and

if the property is controlled by an Association such as a condo assoc. please require that the applicant provide proof of compliance with the

Bylaws.

Can there be a penalty imposed on landlord (which they can extend to the renter via the signed contract) if there are violations?

Not a good idea

They should be banned

The City is creating to many restrictions on short term rentals. Some basic rules are understandable, but all areas of the City should be

equal in the ability to offer short term rentals.

Allow existing and approved, allowed STR properties to continue to offer short term rentals. Also, if the already existing, approved STRs

not in the designated areas are eliminated, the town will be missing our on a great deal of additional income! Last summer, we

provided about $12,000.00 to the City Treasurer of VB in STR taxes.

This should not apply to Sandbridge, which has acted as a non traditional lodging district for many decades. This is very different from a

typical neighborhood where a significant majority of homes are permanent residents.

None. As a owner who lives in Old Beach, I like the appreciation of my primary home and the cleaning up of the area.

I think the homeowners should get a vote before the STR ordinance is allowed in the whole neighborhood. We paid for the houses but now

have no say to keep it nice.

This will definitely drive our property values down and disrupt our beaches and restaurants.

Or, conversely, it could create even greater appeal for vacationers, driving up property values from additional sales of homes and filling

restaurants.

We chose to live in Cape Henry Shores because of the family centric neighborhood. If I wanted to live in a resort community I would have

chosen Sandbridge or Croatan.
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The area along Shore Drive should NOT have any short term rentals. That area is primarily a local family neighborhood and NOT a tourist

area.

The revised code needs to account for a condo (multi-dwelling unit) environment. This environment introduces shared facilities, common

area security, and intra-buidling noise issues. Security includes access (key or code) management and privacy. Condos doing STR should be

requried to have >80% carpet and pad floor coverings.

The proposal will limit Short Term Rentals to the overlay districts only once the existing CUPs expire. That will encourage an increase in the

number of Short Term Rentals in the overlay districts, making those areas less residential in character. For the North End, at least, that is a

significant concern.

1) Most STRs are well-run and managed by hosts that only rent to guests who will respect the neighborhood; 2) Anyone who owns a

property on or within a block of the beach has to expect that other properties will be rented - that's just the nature of beachfront property;

3) I applaud the City for changing the current process because it is horrific to go through and pits neighbor against neighbor, creating

enemies among those who should be friends; 4) By-right STR overlays are an excellent solution, but excluding almost all of the bay-front

properties seems shortsighted in that the City will lose a reliable source of revenue, plus it will force the many current STR owners in that

area to sell their vacation homes, which is unfair to them and will create a glut of available properties, thereby driving down home values

for everyone; 5) It would be more equitable to deal with the problem STRs than it is to strip the well-run STRs of their ability to rent.

Short term rentals have made jobs for people and help bring in money to the city . They help not hurt . I have a business because of short

term rentals and I personal live near 7 they are all well maintained and there has never been a problem with guest .

Parties, fireworks. Theft, unsafe, trash, nudity, blocking safety vehicle access for fire, ambulance access. All have been a constant concern

with the current guidelines I can’t imagine having less restrictions.

None

I am not for Short Term Rentals in residential areas. The renters don't care how they leave our neighborhoods. Trash in the streets and

Parking on lawns is not what I want in my neighborhood. Hold the home owners accountable if renters screw up

The beach blocks of Croatan's Atlantic Avenue and Vanderbilt Ave considered as an overlay district.

I don't think they should be allowed in condos. There are too many people in a small area.

Don't want any more STR approved in Croatan

You don't but we do.... It is not your persona fiefdom. My home is my personal fiefdom though. Whether you like it or not Croatan is a

public beach. Maybe you should consider buying a home in Malibu or the Hamptons that comes with your own exclusive personal

Ocean space

Already approved STRs should be grandfathered indefinitely.

Please do not change the existing rules for a Sandbridge. This area is unique and adding additional rules will negatively impact all

stakeholders in the community.
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Leave Sandbridge alone. It's fine the way that it is. It sounds like most of the problems within VB city which is more residential. T

Enforcement of violations. Response time to serious issues of use. Also, the arrogance of CC to approve this without comment from

residents.

The problem with short term rentals is it is basically like having new neighbors every weekend. Sometimes you get good ones and

sometimes you get REALLY LOUD ones.

Why is the Hollies excluded from the overlay district in the North End ?

Why has the Hollies been granted an option of being included, but other areas have not? Perhaps it is because one City Councilman

lives there, Guy Tower. As a resident of another Oceanfront neighborhood that would like to STR my home, the fact that the Hollies has

been added in is infuriating! Why not an across the board policy? No more special treatment for the Hollies. They have parking

monitoring this time of year, and the rest of the RPPP has no enforcement! Just one of many inequity issues.

We haven’t had any issues with the STR on our street and welcome the additional income for the city

Required maintenance, regulations against parties and events at STRS, negative affects on neighboring property values

Sandbridge rental areas should not be included in all of Virginia Beach regulations and be able to operate as Sandbridge independently for

rental laws.

Sandbridge should be able to regulate this issue on its own.

I am alarmed that our Mayor and City Council members do not listen to the voices of their constituents; they do exactly as they please no

matter the input they receive!

Leave Sandbridge alone.

Leave Sandbridge out of it, particularly The Sanctuary.

Short term rentals should be allowed anywhere in the city.. They just need to follow the rules that have been put into place.

The number of short-term rentals should be limited in any area. Additionally there should not be any STR overlay districts in any

neighborhood other than the resort area.

We want to keep our North End neighborhood an actual neighborhood and not a transient one.
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When we vacation we use short term in rentals as a family of 6 I feel it’s is sooooo much safer to be able to rent a short term rental than

multiple hotel rooms. Please allow people to use their own property as they see if. Taxing and requiring approval so property owners

understand the rules is fine but prohibiting them all together seems wrong.

I think it should be ‘by right’ use for the north end

What is the zip code where you live?

379

9
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